
SCT Observation Sheet 2016 

Name: Jo Kennedy Class: 9 
 

SCT: Genge 

Period: 3 Date: 25/02/2016 
 

T R U M P 

Use of Ako Orewa: 
LI/ SC on the small white board- very clear. Goes over these in discussion with students. Refers back to 
these within the discussion. Checks for understanding of the success criteria. Good use of AKO. 
Use of technology enabled pedagogy: 
NA- No possible on a field based lesson 
 
Classroom Management: 
Does roll after the happy birthday sin song- all good. Students in a circle, so you can see everyone’s face 
Pairs students up and let them loose. Good use of the space available. 
 
Start: 
Sends students off to get more wickets, that’s good. Catching game to get them going. 
Gets them in with count downand sitting in circle again- good control to be able to deliver instructions- 
Students not listening are targeted and dealt with- others students help non listening student out. 
 
Middle: 
Instructions delivered on how to bowl a ball- analogy used to help students think about how the bowling 
action should look like. 
Clarification is sought from students and then students repeat. Good control of this instruction giving. 
Students are generally having a go, while you deliver instruction to other students to set up next activity. 
Allows you to roll around and check the practice of the skill. Some boys mucking around a bit, but not 
too bad. 
11.45 Blows whistle to get attention- not all were listening- get them together again as you had earlier so 
they can all hear you 
11.47- Asked to give three tips to partners. You follow up by asking some what their three tips were.  
Some kids mucking about-tall kid in yellow. Students sat back in circle, for feedback.  
Bowling at wickets instructions given on how to score points. Students all attentive. 
Good idea to line them up between experienced and  beginner. 
Constant checking of instructions with students.  
Could you have done bowling on the astroturf- fence would stop ball. Alternatively, the person wo bowls 
acts as the wicketkeeper for the next bowler- some kids end up doing this anyway/ Wicketkeeper could 
total the points. 
Good instruction being given throughout activities. 
Next instruction- move experts over one group then start again- good idea- keeps them focused on a 
new challenge. 
 
Plenary: 
Students back into circle. Here they share their thoughts on their improvements and on what they found 
difficult. Good participation. 
 
Strengths: 
Management of class and instruction giving. 
Good rapport with kids. 
Good movement around class monitoring 
learning. 
Clear voice, volume and instructions/ 
demonstrations. 
 

To improve: 
Make sure all are close enough to listen and paying 
attention at every breakdown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


